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Light revision

“Optics is the branch of physics which involves the behaviour and properties 
of light…”

Electromagnetic waves, including visible light, are made up of oscillating 
electric and magnetic fields.
All visible light has wavelengths between 400 and 700 nm.



Light revision

“Optics is the branch of physics which involves the behaviour and properties 
of light…”

All light travels in a straight line unless something gets in the way, which 
could:
• reflect it (like a mirror)
• bend it (like a prism)
• or scatter it (like molecules of the gases in the atmosphere)



Earth surface is a relatively good absorber, 50 % of incoming solar radiation. 
Only 20 % absorbed directly by atmosphere and clouds - selective absorbers.

Revision: Absorption and reflection by Earth surface

Fresh snow is another example 
of a selective absorber
• poor absorption in visible (85 

% reflection)
• good absorber in IR (95%) –

nearly a blackbody!

Planetary albedo: the average ratio 
of reflected light from a planet, e.g., 

Earth, including clouds (30%). Mostly 
albedo is a function of wavelength



If a photon is absorbed and then immediately re-emitted we have 
scattering:
• Rayleigh scattering 
• Mie scattering 
• Geometric optics 

Usually, scattered photons have the same wavelength (elastic scattering) 
but not the same direction as the original photon. 

Scattering in the atmosphere



The Mie 
parameter,

X = #$%
& ,

where r is the particle 
radius,

allows us to 
distinguish
different 
scattering 
regimes.

Scattering in the atmosphere



Scattering patterns by spheres for different values of X. The source is on the left 
so that radiation is traveling from left to right. 

The larger the particle size compared to the radiation wavelength, the more the 
radiation is scattered in the forward direction.

Scattering in the atmosphere

x = 2πr
λ



X between 0.002 and 0.2
• Scattering by “small” particles – smaller than the radiation’s wavelength.

Rayleigh scattering

Unpolarized light passing through a 
fluid is scattered; the scattered 
light being partially or completely 
plane polarized. 

scattering 
angle

polarisability

distance 
from 
scatterer



Effectiveness of Rayleigh scattering varies with λ"#.
• Short wavelengths are scattered more efficiently, hence why the atmosphere 

appears blue - indirect blue light coming from all regions of the sky.

Rayleigh scattering



• With Sun overhead we predominantly see blue light scattered from 
atmosphere.

• At sunset the sunlight has a longer path through the atmosphere, and most of 
the blue light is scattered before it reaches us → red sunset 

Rayleigh scattering



X between 0.2 and 2000

• Scattering from many individual parts of “large particles” (aerosols, droplets, 
suspended matter in liquids) 

• Particle size comparable to size of radiation wavelength.

Mie scattering

• Weak dependence on 
wavelength and leads to 
“whitening” of clouds.

• Produces the almost white 
glare around the sun 
when a lot of particulate 
material is present in the 
air. 

• It also gives us the the 
white light from mist and 
fog.



Rayleigh Mie Geometric optics

Increasing particle size

With increasing X, forward scattering is strongly favoured. 



X > 2000

When the particle dimension is much larger than the wavelength geometric 
optics apply -> can calculate the interaction of radiation with the particles using 
optical principles.

Geometric optics



Reflection: change in direction of wavefront at an interface between two different 
media so that the wavefront returns into the medium from which it originated
Refraction: change in direction of a wave passing from one medium to another or 
from a gradual change in the medium
Diffraction: slight bending of light as it passes around the edge of an object
Dispersion: separation of radiation according to wavelength (e.g. white light split 
into colours)

Geometric optics



Geometric optics

Rainbows are formed by 
refraction of sunlight in 
water droplets.

The refracted light is 
concentrated at angle of
42° around the point 
opposite to the Sun.



Geometric optics

A secondary rainbow produced by double internal reflection is formed at 8°
above the primary one.



There is also refraction in ice crystals which gives rise to a halo around the 
Sun of radius 22o.

Geometric optics



Geometric optics sun dogs
(refraction ice crystals)

halo light pillar
(reflected by ice crystals)

parhelic circle
(reflected by 
vertical 
hexagonal 
ice crystals)



Geometric optics

• A mirage is an optical phenomenon resulting from the refraction of light 
through a non-uniform medium. 

• Mirages are most commonly observed on sunny days when driving 
down a roadway - creates the illusion of water road.



Geometric optics

• A mirage is an optical phenomenon resulting from the refraction of light 
through a non-uniform medium. 

• Mirages can be categorized as "inferior" (meaning lower), "superior" 
(meaning higher) and "Fata Morgana", one kind of superior mirage 
consisting of a series of unusually elaborate, vertically stacked images, 
which form one rapidly changing mirage.

http://physicstuff.com/what-is-a-mirage/

http://physicstuff.com/what-is-a-mirage/


Geometric optics

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/learning/optics

Diffraction ring around Sun when 
near horizon caused by water 
droplets in atmosphere.

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/learning/optics


What happens to the incoming  
solar radiation (averaged over 
the whole Earth)?

Atmosphere quite transparent 
to solar radiation – about 20% 
absorbed in clouds and 
atmosphere gases.

30% reflected and scattered 
back into space by clouds, 
atmosphere and Earth surface.

50% absorbed by Earth surface.

Radiative transfer in the atmosphere



Radiative transfer in the atmosphere

Radiation processes which need 
to be considered:

• Direct solar radiation 
• Reflection from the Earth 

surface 
• Reflection from clouds 
• Scattering in the 

atmosphere
• Absorption in the 

atmosphere → heating
• Emission in the atmosphere 

→ cooling 
• Emission from the Earth 

surface 
• Emission from clouds 



Summary

Mie parameter
- Typical ranges and how creates scattering regimes

Three types:
- Rayleigh scattering
- Mie scattering
- Geometric optics


